The aim of the paper is to study the topological modal logic of T 0 spaces, with the difference modality (for T n , where n ≥ 1 the corresponding logics were known). We consider propositional modal logic with two modal operators and [ =].
Introduction
In this paper we study the topological semantics of modal logics. Several interpretations of the modal box as an operator over a topological space are possible. Namely diamond-as-closure-operator and diamond-as-derivation-operator have been pioneering in the semantics of modal logic as far back as in 1944, in the celebrated paper of McKinsey and Tarski (cf. [6] ). They showed that S4 is the logic of all topological spaces and the logic of any metric dense-in-itself space is S4. This remarkable result also demonstrates a relatively weakness of the interior operator to distinguish between interesting topological properties The second interpretation gives more expressive power but also has its limitations. T 0 and T D separation axioms became expressible (cf. [1] , [2] ).
We can increase expressible power by adding universal or difference modalities.
In this paper we deal with the difference modality (or modality of inequality) [ =] , interpreted as true everywhere except here. The expressive power of this language in topological spaces has been studied by Gabelaia in [10] , the author presented axiom that defines T 0 spaces.
The first section contains basic information, definitions and results from the theory of modal logics and general topology. We will introduce those of them that are necessary for the exact formulation of the results of the paper.
In the last two sections we formulate completeness and the finite approximability of S4DT 0 logic with respect to T 0 spaces respectively.
Basic facts
In this paper, we study propositional modal logics with two modal operators, and [ =] . A formula is defined as follows:
The classic logic operators (∨, ∧, ¬, ⊤, ≡) are expressed in terms of → and ⊥ in a standard way. The dual modal opertors ♦ and = are defined in usual way
The set of all bimodal formulas is called the bimodal language and is denoted by ML 2 . Definition 2.1. A normal bimodal logic is a subset of the formulas L ⊆ ML 2 such that 1. L contains all the classical tautologies: 2. L contains the modal axioms of normality:
3. L is closed with respect to the following inference rules:
Let L be a logic and Γ be a set of formulas. The minimal logic containing L ∪ Γ is denoted by L + Γ. We also write L + ψ instead of L + {ψ}.
In this paper we will use the following axioms:
We introduce the notation for the following logics:
3. Topological semantics Definition 3.1. A topological space is a pair X = (X, Ω) where X is a set and Ω is a set of subsets of X satisfying the following properties: 1. The empty set ∅ and X itself belong to Ω. 2. The union of any collection of sets in Ω is contained in Ω.
3. The intersection of any finitely many sets in Ω is also contained in Ω.
The elements of Ω are called open sets and the collection Ω is called a topology on X. If (X, Ω) is a topological space and x is a point in X, a neighbourhood of x is an open set U containing x. Definition 3.2. A topological space X is a T 0 -space if for every pair of distinct points of X, at least one of them has a neighborhood not containing the other.
Definition 3.3.
A topological model on a topological space X := (X, Ω) is a pair (X, V ), where V : P V → P (X) (the set of all subsets), i.e. a function that assigns to each propositional variable p a set V (p) ⊆ X and is called a valuation. The truth of a formula φ at a point x of a topological model M = (X, V ) (notation: M, x φ) is defined by induction:
Definition 3.4. Let M = (X, Ω, V ) be a topological model and φ be a formula. We say that the formula φ is true in the model M (notation: M φ), if it is true at all points of the space, i.e.
M φ ⇔ ∀x ∈ X, M, x φ Definition 3.5. Let X = (X, Ω) be a topological space, C be a class of spaces and φ be a formula. We say that a formula is valid in X (notation: X φ) if it is true in every model on this topological space, i.e.
X φ ⇔ ∀V (X, V φ).
We say that the formula φ is valid in C if it is valid in every space in C. Definition 3.6. The logic of a class of topological spaces C (denoted by L(C)) is the set of all formulas of the language ML 2 that are valid in all spaces of the class C.
Lemma 3.1. Let X = (X, Ω) be a topological space then X AT 0 iff X is a T 0 space.
Proof. (⇒) We prove by contradiction. Assume X AT 0 and let there be points x = y such that ∀U ∈ Ω, x ∈ U ⇔ y ∈ U . Define a valuation V such that V (p) = {x} and
Then there is a point y, such that V (q) = {y}. Further, at least one of the points x and y is contained in a neighborhood that does not contain the other. That means X, V, x ¬q or X, V, y ¬p which proves our assertion.
We call the logic L complete with respect to the class of topo-
4. Kripke semantics.
Definition 4.1. A Kripkef rame or modalf rame is a tuple W, R 1 , . . . , R n , where W = ∅ is a set, and R i for i = 1, . . . , n are binary relations on W . Elements of W are called points or worlds, and R i for i = 1, . . . , n are known as the accessibility relations.
In this article we will deal with Kripke frames with two binary relations. The first relation will be denoted by R, the second by R D .
Definition 4.2. A valuation on a Kripke frame
A Kripke model is a pair M = (F, V ). Then we inductively define the notion of a formula φ being true in M at point x as follows:
For a subset U ⊆ W M, U φ denotes that for any x ∈ U (M, x φ). We say that a formula φ is true in a model M (notation: M φ), if ∀x ∈ W (M, x φ). We also say that a formula φ is true on a frame F (notation: F φ) if it is true in all models of the frame F and a formula is true in a class of frames if it is true in every frame from this class. 
Let us introduce some notation we need. Let W be an arbitrary set, B ⊆ W ; R, R ′ ⊆ W × W are relations on W .
R n (reflexive and transitive closure).
Let F = (W, R 1 , ..., R n ) be a frame, and let
.., R n ) be a Kripke frame and S * be the transitive and reflexive closure of the relation S = (
x ⇋ {y | xS * y} (the set of all points reachable from the point x by relation the S * ). The frame
Let F = (W, R) be an S4-frame, then the set of subsets T = {U ⊆ W | R(U ) ⊆ U } defines a topology on the set W. Such a space (W, T ) will be denoted by T op(F ). This topology is Alexandrof f (that is, ∀x ∈ W, R(x) is the minimal open neighborhood).
Consider the interpretation of the language ML 2 in topological spaces with a binary relation of the form (X, R), where is interpreted in the same way as in topological semantics, and [ =] as in Kripke semantics. If the reflexive closure of the binary relation R is the universal relation (i.e., R ∪ Id W = W × W ), then the relation R can be characterized by the set of all irreflexive points, which we call selected points. Now let F = (W, R, R D ) be an S4D-cone. We define a space with selected points T op D (F ) ⇋ (T op(F ), A), where A = {v | ¬vR D v}.
for any x ∈ W and for any formula φ.
Proof. The standard proof is carried out by induction on the construction of a formula.
The following lemma is a corollary.
The following lemma is well-known (cf. [3] , [4] ) Lemma 4.3. Let F = (W, R 1 , R 2 , ..., R n ) be a Kripke frame, then
Lemma 4.4. (see [1] , [3] ) Let F = (W, R, R D ) be a Kripke frame, then
Lemma 4.5. Let F = (W, R, R D ) be a S4D-cone, then:
Proof. Suppose there are two points x, y such that they both are irreflexive with respect to the second relation (R D -irreflexive) and mutually reachable by the first relation. We define a model M = (F, V ) by defining the valuation of the propositional variables q and p as follows:
. Then V (p) = {x} and there is a point y such that V (q) = {y}. These points cannot be R D -irreflexive. By assumption, they are not mutually accessible by the first relation (that is, ¬(xRy & yRx)). There remains the case when only one point sees the other with respect to the first relation and these points are R D -irreflexive. Then M, x |= ¬q ∨ = (q ∧ ¬p). 
p-morphism
) for p ∈ P V . Then for any formula φ the following holds:
Proof. The proof proceeds in a straightforward way by induction on the construction of the formula. Let us prove for cases φ = ψ and φ = [ =]ψ.
Suppose that φ = ψ. The pre-image preserves Boolean operations on sets. Further, using the assertion of the previous lemma, we obtain
There are 3 cases:
∈ A Y The first two cases are obvious, so we only consider the last point. Let x and x ′ be preimages of f (x). Then
It follows that,
Canonical frames and Kripke completeness
The axioms T , 4 , D , B D , 4 D are Sahlqvist formulas. So we obtain the Kripke completeness for logic S4D (see [3] ). To prove the Kripke completeness of logic S4DT 0 , we use the canonical model construction.
, where W L is the set of all complete consistent theories over L, and xR L y if for every A ∈ x we have A ∈ y.
Lemma 6.1. S4DT 0 logic is Kripke complete.
Proof. We take the canonical model M = (F, V ) of logic S4DT 0 . By Sahlqvist's theorem F is an S4D-frame (see [3] and [11] ). Consider a cone M ′ = M x and assume there exist different points z and y such that they are (R D ) L -irreflexive (¬z(R D ) L z and ¬y(R D ) L y) and are mutually reachable by the first relation (i.e.
. But on the other hand φ is true at all other points of the cone. Hence, ¬φ is false, except for the point z. Similarly, it can be shown that there exists a formula ψ that is true only at the point y. Hence,
In the other hand,
This contradiction finishes the proof.
7.
Completeness of S4DT 0 with respect to T 0 -spaces Definition 7.1. Let F = (W, R) be an S4-frame, then the set Cs = R(x) ∩ R −1 (x) for some x ∈ W is called a cluster.
Theorem 7.1. The logic S4DT 0 is complete with respect to topological T 0 -spaces.
Proof. By lemma 4.12 each cluster in an S4DT 0 -frame contains no more than one selected point. We know that the logic S4DT 0 has finite model property, in other words, there is a class Q of finite frames whose logic is S4DT 0 . For each S4DT 0 cone F ∈ Q, we construct a T 0 -space and a p-morphism from the space to T op D (F ). Consider the following 3 cases: Now we can construct the required topological space and define required the p-morphism. We have already constructed the spaces X i = (X i , T i ) and the p-morphisms f i in the case of clusters. The carrier of the space is X = i∈I X i , where I is the set of clusters, X i is the carrier of the corresponding space. We define f as the union of the maps f i . We define the topology as
where U ai is an open set from the topological space corresponding to the cluster a i . There is no doubt that it really sets a topology, since X, ∅ ∈ T X and any union and finite intersection belong to T X . The preimages of nonempty open sets in T op D (F ) can be written as { ai∈U X ai |U ∈ T Y }, which in turn are subset of T X , where a i is a point corresponding to the cluster. For any fixed U ∈ T Y , f ( ai∈U U ai ) = f ( ai∈U X i ), where f ( ai∈U X i ) is open by construction of T Y , a i is point corresponding to cluster. By our construction, each selected point has only one preimage.
It remains to understand why the space constructed is a T 0 space. Consider two points x = y. If their image under the map f falls into the same cluster a, then there is the space (X a , T a ) corresponding to this cluster which contains these points. Since this space is a T 0 space, then there exists a U a ∈ T a that contains only one of these points. Then we take any U ∈ T X containing from T a only U a . For example, we can take X and replace X a to U a . The case when the points lie in different spaces (X a , T a ) and (X b , T b ) does not represent a special complexity, since in T X there always exists an open set containing only one of X a and X b .
So, we have constructed a topological space for each cone in Q, and then a corresponding p-morphism. Further, by lemma 4.9, 5.4 and by theorem 4.6 we obtain the assertion of the theorem.
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